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ABSTRACT
Use of information technology management framework plays
a major influence on organizational success. This article
focuses on the field of Internet of Things (IoT) management.
In this study, a number of risks in the field of IoT is
investigated, then with review of a number of COBIT5 risk
management schemes, some associated strategies, objectives
and roles are provided. According to the in-depth studies of
this area it is expected that using the best practices of COBIT5
can be very effective, while the use of this standard
considerably improve some criteria such as performance, cost
and time. Finally, the paper proposes a framework which
reflects the best practices and achievements in the field of IoT
risk management.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The impact and role of information technology is inevitable in
any organization, however, management issues and its
importance in this area has caused the standard of
management and governance frameworks for this purpose
have been developed. COBIT5 (Control Objectives for
Information and related Technology) is a comprehensive
framework that provided for in each area in recent years and is
used and helps them to achieve the objectives of governance
and management [1, 2, 3].
It should be noted that a standard framework for the
assessment of process can be effective in improving the
evaluation processes [4].In [5] the impact of information
technology on 50 oil companies in Iran is evaluated. In [6]
states that the negative effects of risk on the performance of
the strategic projects are more. Risks related impact of project
management is negative on performance [7]. In [8] the key
features that risk assessment should be included in a
management information system are discussed. Source [9] has
offered a new approach that involves managing financial
risks. In [10] a process model depends on the situation with
the aim of completing the process of information security risk
management is provided. All Organizations providing IT
services has strong points that have turned them into a
competitive center and weaknesses that need to be improved
in the area of performance [11]. In [12] a certain way for the
use of risk management based on knowledge provided as a
framework to maintain the competitiveness of the business
environment. In [13] an integrated and comprehensive
approach to information security management is essential for
any organization. In [14] a number of best practices are
provided that managers need to improve the chances of a
successful combination and integration of information
technology. This research provides an IoT (Internet of Things)
embedded cloud control architecture [17]. This paper lays the

foundation for the creation of a safe remote monitoring
system for machine tools through IoT devices and analyses
the critical issues focusing on the manufacturing environment
[18]. In this paper, we present a methodology foundation for
analyzing medical contexts. That is, we formalize five
representative medical diagnosis schemes for personal
healthcare application [19]. This paper will conduct research
on the distribution of information security roles and the
frequency of such job mobility in order to resolve these
problems [20]. The proposed work allows the organization to
store the IoT data on the cloud securely by applying different
Access control policies and the cryptography concepts [21].
This paper describes an approach based on the exploitation of
virtual environments and agent-based simulation for the
evaluation of cybersecurity solutions for the next generation
of IoT applications in realistic scenarios. The effectiveness of
the approach is shown by considering a concrete case study
involving the cooperation of real and virtual smart devices
inside a virtualized scenario where security issues are first
evaluated and then handled [22]. We look into the Smart
Parking application domain and provide a solution that
protects the privacy of the users by totally avoiding the
exchange of confidential information [23]. This article
presents five IoT technologies that are essential in the
deployment of successful IoT-based products and services and
discusses three IoT categories for enterprise applications used
to enhance customer value [24]. In this paper, a secure ECC
based mutual authentication protocol for secure
communication of embedded devices and cloud servers using
Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) cookies has been
proposed [25]. Similar research work in this domain are
performed in [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31].

2. COBIT5 STANDARD FRAMEWORK
Includes five principles to specific targets in the management
and governance of information technology [15]. And is able to
evaluate the organizations in achieving their goals. All
organizations are able to customize COBIT5 for their different
purposes. This IT standard framework covers IT
organizational goals end-to-end and is in line with other
standards and frameworks. Also included several targets and
enabling and distinct them for an integrate governance and
management. Its governance Field includes alignment,
planning, organization and management processes and
management field includes construction, acquisition and
implementation, delivery and support services, monitoring,
assessment and evaluation processes [15, 16]. In this paper,
the framework is used to assess and manage risk.

3. COBIT5 IN FIELD OF IoT RISK
MANAGEMENT
IoT as a new vector of bandwidth consumption – Thousands
of sensors, or actuators, trying to communicate to a single
server will create a flood of data traffic which can easily bring
down the server. In Figure 1 some of IoT risks has been
shown, that are Data and application, Physical environment,
Change management, Third-party supplier and vendors,
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Internal employees, Security and Privacy, Infrastructure,
Legal and regulatory. Effectively managing IT (Information
Technology) risk helps drive better business performance by
linking information and technology risk to the achievement of
strategic enterprise objectives. Risk is generally defined as the
combination of the probability of an event and its
consequence. However COBIT5 offers some best practices in
this area such as:







Understand the drivers, benefits and target audiences
from a risk perspective.
Understand the components of risk activities.
Understand how to use risk scenarios for GEIT.
Understand how COBIT 5 for Risk relates to and aligns
with other standards.
Understand how to use risk scenarios for GEIT.
Understand how COBIT 5 for Risk relates to and aligns
with other standards.

of a damage and financial loss as a result of carrying out an
economic activity. Table 1 defines the mapping between the
risks taken in the field of IoT. Moreover in the last column of
the table some COBIT5 advantages in different areas
according to the definition of the roles and functions are
listed.

5. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
FOR IOT RISK MANAGEMENT
Without a doubt, the standard framework proposed in this
paper compared to similar cases in this area is more complete.
Because is based on the strongest IT governance and
management framework. It should be noted that COBIT5
provides some complete and integrated set of best
management practices according to organization’s needs.
Proposed framework is shown in Figure 2 that is contains of 4
parts, COBIT5 Risk management areas, IoT risks, Roles and
operations and impact of this framework on improving a
number of qualitative and quantitative criteria.

6. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
FOR IoT RISK MANAGEMENT
Without a doubt, the standard framework proposed in this
paper compared to similar cases in this area is more complete.
Because is based on the strongest IT governance and
management framework. It should be noted that COBIT5
provides some complete and integrated set of best
management practices according to organization’s needs.
Proposed framework is shown in Fig 2 that is contains of 4
parts, COBIT5 Risk management areas, IoT risks, Roles and
operations and impact of this framework on improving a
number of qualitative and quantitative criteria.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1: IoT Risks

4. MAPPING THE ROLES AND
FUNCTIONS OF COBIT5 WITH IoT
RISKS
A general definition of risk means the probability of not being
fulfilled predictions. In this paper, risk means the possibility

COBIT5 strategies in the field of risk management are used
widely. In risky areas, organizations usually use the best
practices of it. In this article we provided a precise definition
of the IoT associated risks as well as a mapping between those
risks and the COBIT5 risk management process. The results
showed that the use of standard IT management framework
can improve a number of quality criteria. Accordingly a
framework was proposed for IoT risk management that
contains the associate effective processes, roles, operations
and risk areas. The favorable effects of its use are reducing the
time, costs and increasing the efficiency and productivity.

Table 1: COBIT5 and IoT Alignment
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Figure 2: Proposed COBIT5 Framework for IoT Risk Management
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